Almost block diagonal linear systems of equations can be exemplified by two modules. This makes it possible to construct all sequential forms of band and/or block elimination methods, six old and fourteen new. It allows easy assessment of the methods on the basis of their operation counts, storage needs, and admissibility of partial pivoting. It unveils a robust partial pivoting strategy-local pivoting. Extension of modular analysis to bordered systems is also included.
INTRODUCTION
Systems of equations with almost block diagonal (ABD) matrix of coefficients are frequently encountered in numerical solutions of sets of ordinary or partial differential equations. They occur, for example, when Keller's box scheme is applied: to parabolic equations, and to elliptic equations with an alternating-direction-implicit approach. Several other situations in which ABD systems occur are described by Amodio et al. [1] .
2 All possible methods of LU decomposition of G can be formulated as decompositions of . Fourteen new methods are thus discovered. The operation counts and storage needs are easily estimated, revealing the method with the best performance on each account.
The validity and stability of the elimination methods are of primary concern to both numerical analysts and algorithm users. Validity means that division by a zero is never encountered, whereas stability guards against round-off-error growth. To insure validity and achieve stability, pivoting is called for [12] . Full pivoting is computationally expensive. It requires full two dimensional search for the pivots. Moreover, it destroys the banded form of the matrix of coefficients. Partial pivoting strategies, though potentially less stable, are considerably less expensive. Uni-directional (row or column) pivoting makes a minor change to the form of G by introducing few extraneous elements. Lam's alternating pivoting [8] , which involves alternating sequences of row pivoting and column pivoting, maintains the form of G. When G is nonsingular, Lam's pivoting guarantees validity, and if followed by correspondingly alternating elimination it produces multipliers that are bounded by unity; thus enhancing stability. This approach was proposed by Varah [9] in his L G U decomposition method. It was developed afterwards into a more efficient LU version that was adopted by the well-known COLROW solver [2] . The present approach of modular analysis shows that Lam's pivoting (with Varah's arrangement) applies to five other elimination methods. A more robust, though more expensive strategy-Local Pivoting, is hereinafter introduced. It performs full pivoting over the same segments of G (or ) to which Lam's pivoting is applied.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Consider the almost block diagonal system of equations  . Several inflections of the blocks of G are involved and are defined in Appendix A. The sequence in which the blocks are manipulated for: decomposing the stem, processing the fins, and handling the head (evaluating the head and applying the head-tail relation to determine the tail of the succeeding module A j 1   ), is mentioned along with the equations (from Appendix A) involved. The correctness of the decompositions may be checked by carrying out the matrix multiplications, using the equalities of Appendix A, and comparing with the un-decomposed form of the module.
Scalar/Scalar Elimination Methods
These methods perform scalar decomposition of both pivotal blocks Cm # and Bn # . The triangular matrices L and U appear explicitly, marked if unit diagonal with a circumflex ˆ. Four methods are involved.
Scalar Row/Scalar Row (SRSR) Elimination
(Case iii of [10, §5])
All four scalar elimination methods apply the following sequence of manipulations.
The difference is in how the decompositions of the pivotal blocks Cm # and Bn # are carried out, through row ( U L ) or column ( U Lˆ) manipulation.
Scalar/Block Elimination Methods
These methods perform scalar decomposition of Cm # and block decomposition of Bn # . It involves four methods. Stem:
Scalar Row/Block Row (SRBR) Elimination
The difference is in how the decompositions of the pivotal block Cm # is carried out, through
Scalar Row/Block Column (SRBC) Elimination
Both SRBC and SCBC methods apply the following sequence of manipulations.
The difference is in how the decompositions of the pivotal block Cm # is carried out, through row ( U L ) or column ( U Lˆ) manipulation.
Block/Scalar Elimination Methods
These methods perform block decomposition of Cm # and scalar decomposition of Bn # . It involves four methods.
Block Row/Scalar Row (BRSR) Elimination
Both BRSR and BRSC methods apply the following sequence of manipulations.
The difference is in how the decompositions of the pivotal block Bn # is carried out, through
Block Column/Scalar Row (BCSR) Elimination 
The difference is in how the decompositions of the pivotal block Bn # is carried out, through row ( U L ) or column ( U Lˆ) manipulation. 
Block/Block Elimination Methods
Block Row/Block Column (BRBC) Elimination
Block Column/Block Row (BCBR) Elimination
Block Column/Block Column (BCBC) Elimination
Aligned Block-Tridiagonal Elimination Methods
These methods perform the identity decomposition
, where the decomposed stem   stands for any of the nonidentity (scalar or block) decompositions given above. This is an arbitrariness that can be put to advantage, as shown below. However, as indicated in §5 on pivoting, it would prove profitable to decompose the stem through an alternating manipulation method as in !C?R elimination, where ! and ? stand for S or B. Using SCSR elimination, the following sequence of manipulations applies. Note that the use of (A3c) and (A4c) for evaluating the head is a result of substituting expressions (A25a) and (A26a) for Stem:
Scalar Column/Scalar Column (SCSC) Elimination
                            m D m U n D n C n U m A n A Lm m B Ln Dˆ Stem: Ln n Û (A5), Cn′(A11), Bm″(A17), Cm # (A3b), Lm m Û (A6) Fins: Dn′(A13), Dm # (A4b), Dm″(A19), An′(A9), Am′(A7) Head: Bn # (A2b), Bm # (A1b) Block Row/Block Row (BRBR) Elimination ■                       # # # * Dm m C Dn Cn n B Am An Im Bm In D   Stem: # n B  (A5), Bm″(A17), Bm*(A18), Cm # (A3a), # m C  (A6) Fins: Dm # (A4a), An′(A9), Am′(A7), An°(A10), Am°(A8) Head: Bn # (A2c), Bm # (A1c)
Displaced Block-Tridiagonal Elimination Methods

Decomposition of
Note that e Bm and e Bn are not evaluated, since they need not to be stored. Their contribution to the head is estimated through substituting their expressions of (A23) and (A24) into (A27) and (A28) leading to (A2c) and (A1c), respectively. However, as with ABTR elimination, it would prove profitable to decompose the stem through an alternating manipulation method as in !C?R elimination, where ! and ? stand for S or B. Using SCSR elimination, the following sequence of manipulations applies.
Displaced Block-Tridiagonal Column (DBTC) Elimination
Stem: Ln n Û (A5), Cn′(A11), Bm″(A17), Cm # (A3b), L mUm(A6) Fins: Dn′(A13), Dm # (A4b), Dm″(A19), Dm*(A20), Dn″(A21), Dn*(A22) Head: Bn # (A2a), Bm # (A1a)
Solution Procedure
We observe that a decomposition
that is based on any of the elimination methods described in §3.1 and §3.2 can be constructed from the corresponding decomposition 
OPERATION COUNTS AND STORAGE NEEDS
The operation counts are measured by the number of multiplications (mul) with the understanding that the number of additions is comparable. The storage needs are measured by the number of locations (loc) required to store arrays calculated in the forward sweep for use in the backward sweep; provided that the elements of  G are not stored but are generated when needed, as is usually done in the numerical solution of a set of ODEs, for example.
The modules introduced in §3 allow easy evaluation of the elimination methods. Per module (i.e., per grid point), each method requires, for the manipulation of ABT\DBT row or column elimination applies an identity decomposition involving either scalar or block decomposition of
All methods, which introduce no extraneous elements, require pmn (mul) for evaluating the head The only two methods, ABTC and DBTR elimination, which introduce extraneous nonzero elements through elimination, perform additional calculations for evaluating the extraneous blocks and/or the blocks they contribute to.
As for the storage needs, all methods require pr (loc) to store j  . They differ in the number of locations needed for storing the j  's presented in §3, with DBTC elimination requiring the least number pn (loc). Note that, in methods involving scalar elimination, square blocks need to be reserved for storing the triangular blocks Um and/or Un. Table (1B) of Appendix B contains the above information, allowing for clear comparison among the methods. It is noted that some methods show preference to m>n and others to m<n. Taking m>n, a fair comparison is possible by interchanging m and n for the methods which prefer m<n. (When solving a set of ODEs, this amounts to assigning j=1 to the side with n boundary conditions.) The four methods SCSR, SRSC, BCBR, and BRBC whose operation counts are not biased toward m or n can be applied on two processors of a parallel machine; one operating from j=1 and the other from j=J, with equal efficiency, considerably reducing the calculation time.
The savings achieved by BCBR elimination in operations and by DBTC elimination in storage are of leading order significance when p>>1, in the two distinguished limits m~n~p/2 and (m,n)~(p,1). In comparison with the scalar elimination methods, savings of at least ~8 / 
PIVOTING
The role of pivoting is to guarantee validity and stability. Partial pivoting (aiming at evading division by a zero) is all one needs to insure validity. It is also generally accepted that partial pivoting (aiming further at binding the multipliers) leads to stability [12] . Partial pivoting strategies involve either one-dimensional search for the pivot (e.g., row pivoting, column pivoting, and Lam's alternating pivoting) or the more expensive two-dimensional search (e.g., Keller's mixed pivoting [10] and the to-be-introduced local pivoting).
Lam's alternating pivoting [8] is given, here, special attention. It involves one-dimensional search for the pivot, but unlike uni-directional (row or column) pivoting, it introduces no extraneous elements and, furthermore, it guarantees validity. Expressed in terms of the present notation, Lam's strategy applies column pivoting to As advocated by Varah [9], Lam's alternating pivoting should be followed by correspondingly alternating elimination.
Step by step, column pivoting is to be followed by column elimination and row pivoting by row elimination. This enhances stability since the multipliers are then bounded by unity. Obviously, SCSR, SCBR, BCSR and BCBR elimination methods can benefit from this. So can do ABTR and DBTC elimination methodscontrary to the common belief-if the decomposition of the stem is carried out as in SCSR, SCBR, BCSR or BCBR elimination.
To enhance stability further we introduce the Local Pivoting Strategy which applies full pivoting (maximum pivot strategy) to the segments 
CONCLUSION
Using the novel approach of modular analysis, we have analyzed the sequential solution methods for almost block diagonal systems of equations. Two modules have been identified and have made it possible to express and assess all possible band and block elimination methods on the basis of their operation counts, storage needs, and admissibility of partial pivoting. Modular analysis has also been extended to bordered almost block diagonal systems.
Implementation of the four distinguished methods SCSR, BCSR, BCBR and DBTC within the COLROW platform [13] , which was designed to give SCSR elimination its best performance, showed that the other three methods could outperform SCSR, in some cases (when m>>n). FORTRAN codes and related materials are given in Appendix C.  , of the matrix of coefficients G are introduced and decomposed to generate the elimination methods. The process involves inflections of the blocks of G, which proceed for a block E, say, according to the following scheme.
The following equalities are to be used to determine the blocks with underscored leading character. The number of multiplications involved is given between wiggly brackets. When a ± or ∓ sign appears, the upper (or lower) sign corresponds to the triangular matrix U (or L) involved being unit diagonal. 
Blocks -
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Appendix B: Assessment Table
The operation counts, storage needs, and admissibility of Lam's and local pivoting of all twenty elimination methods are contained in Table (B1) given in this appendix.
Note that the methods involving scalar elimination reserve square blocks for storing the triangular blocks Um and/or Un. The expressions given in the footnotes of Table (B1) should, therefore, replace the corresponding table entries. 
